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Home Networks are becoming an essential part of
each modern household. Besides traditional e-mail and
browsing, we use our home network for entertainment,
communications, e-commerce, file-sharing and backup,
etc. But despite increasing broadband speeds and a
plethora of networked devices, home networks still face
systematic challenges :

how to use and manage their home networks, and let
providers reach the end-user and decide how to share
the infrastructure to the home. We don’t advocate any
specific policy for how the network should be shared.
Instead we explore a simple mechanism that allows different policies to be applied and enables their independent evolution.
We propose network slicing as a mechanism to share
the home network among multiple providers. A user
creates a “slice” and delegates control to a third-party.
Each slice is isolated from others in terms of traffic,
bandwidth and control. Traffic isolation is necessary to
ensure that data don’t leak from one slice to another.
Bandwidth isolation prevents one slice from starving
another; (in addition to bandwidth other resources like
CPU or memory might need to be isolated). Control
isolation makes sure that a slice cannot affect how another slice behaves. Besides isolation, the control logic
that defines the network behavior of a slice, can be customized and modified to fit this application’s needs.
We select three types of applications that motivate
our work and based on these we develop a prototype to
show how they can operate on top of a sliced infrastructure.

• Hard to manage : The average home user lacks
the technical background to manage and configure his network, which typically operates with the
default settings. This results to poorly secured
and managed networks, failure to integrate multiple devices, and potentially lack of functionality
desired by the users.
• Hard to customize : The home network cannot be
customized for the needs of specific applications,
such as video streaming. It lacks the mechanism
to introduce new functionality and to allow others
to innovate and customize its behavior.
• Hard to share : The infrastructure to the home
(last-mile connection) is inherently expensive to
deploy and maintain. Nevertheless, in all cases deployment is driven by a single provider, requiring
huge investments and risk, limiting user’s choice
and preventing other providers from using the same
infrastructure to amortize the cost and share the
burden among multiple parties.

• Outsource Network Management : A home user
outsources control of his network to a third-party
with appropriate expertise. The service provider
can remotely set firewall rules, QoS policies, configure wireless power levels and so on, while providing an interface for the user to monitor his network
and apply high-level policies such as parental controls. Inferring knowledge from multiple homes,
the provider could further augment his service, for
example by detecting security threats and proactively secure the network against attacks [2]. In
our prototype, besides being the default slice of the
network, the network management provider also
manages slicing. It allows the user to subscribe
to services, creates the appropriate slices and delegates control to the respective providers.

Our project explores an architecture to mitigate these
problems, by allowing multiple providers to co-exist over
the same infrastructure. For example, a third party
could provide enterprise-level network management service to the end user by setting firewall and wireless passwords, configuring QoS policies and enabling features
such as parental control. Extending our view of the
home network to the last-mile connection and first hop
in the ISP’s access network, a utility company could use
the existing infrastructure for applications like smartgrid measurement collection; and similarly, a company
like NetFlix could customize the network to provide better video quality. Our goal is to give users the choice on

• Guest WiFi : This application highlights infrastructure sharing among multiple providers. The
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user creates a “Guest WiFi” slice of his network
which he can share with his guests and friends, or
contribute to a community or commercially crowdsourced WiFi network. Control of this slice is outsourced to a third party which provides appropriate AAA services (Authentication, Authorization,
Accountability). To protect the home user’s experience and privacy, bandwidth and traffic should
be isolated. Besides, the home user should still be
able to secure and manage his own network as he
would without the Guest WiFi service. The Guest
WiFi slice itself requires individual control to be
able to set firewall rules, drop packets, redirect and
shape traffic etc.

classification, anonymization and aggregation. A slice
is a separate control plane on top of the slicing layer. In
our case we have three different slices : network management, guest WiFi and video streaming. Our current
deployment spans 10 homes (on and off campus) and
an access network switch at a Stanford dorm, while the
control-plane for each of these slices runs at a remote
server.

• Customized Slice for Video Streaming : Video streaming is a common and popular application for home
networks. Content providers like NetFlix have both
the expertise and incentives to optimize the network in order to deliver better product to their
users. For example, the content provider could
obtain a slice with sufficient bandwidth guarantees to support the high datarates of the video
stream. Further, it could customize the slice to
handle packet loss and caching in a way that is optimized for video delivery, to ensure a smooth and
high quality user experience. Extending the slice
within the home network, the content provider
can now provision video delivery in an end-to-end
manner, i.e through the last-mile link and up to
the end- device playing-back the video. Given the
ability to modify how forwarding takes place, the
application provider can implement his own routing mechanism, use replication and retransmission
methods to optimize video streaming over wireless, or even implement a customized congestion
control protocol. The slicing mechanism should
support bandwidth and traffic isolation, as well as
allow the provider to customize the slice for its own
needs.
To evaluate slicing we are working on a prototype
and deployment in users’ homes. Figure 1 shows our
architecture. The network substrate consists of programmable network elements. These are wireless APs
on the home side, and an ethernet switch on the access network. A slicing layer sits on top of the network
substrate enforcing bandwidth, traffic and control isolation. For our prototype we use OpenFlow [3] and
SNMP to control and configure the network elements.
We build on FlowVisor [5] for the slicing layer functionality. To facilitate users to select services, a slicing manager acts as a service broker to advertise new services,
control subscribtions, and translate these into low-level
network semantics. Our design is sufficiently extensible
to accomodate additional functional blocks like traffic
2

Figure 1: Slicing on a Home Network : Multiple
service providers share the same infrastructure.
Each provider controls a given slice, and a slicing
layer enforces isolation between different slices.
Our early experience suggests that slicing is a plausible mechanism to share the infrastructure among multiple providers and enable a gradual evolution of the
home network. Moving forward, we want to further experiment with applications and show the benefits of a
sliced architecture into the home. We want to better
understand the trade-offs between performance, flexibility, and simplicity, and see how these affect users’
experience and choices.
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